
HCC Meeting 11th July 2016 

 

Present 
Sinead Burke, Selena Calder, Grant Gahagan, Adam Coffman, Andrew Rendle, Norman 

Beddinton, Simon Munk, Patrick Field, Ross Alexander, Michael Poteliakhoff 

 
Simon Munk  LCC’s Infrastructure Campaigner joined us to offer advice on influencing 

councillors, which was particularly helpful in view of recent changes at LBH.   

 
SM outlined his role in LCC and continuing volunteer role in Walthamstow, in movers and 

shakers and the Mini Holland work.  He said CLOS ratings are helpful in discussing schemes 

with engineers.   

 

GG said last head of Environment had joined HCC for borough rides and instigated some 

good schemes and re-evaluation of Wightman Road traffic arrangements. 

 

HCC needs to form relationship with Peray Ahmet, new Member of Environment and officers.  

SM said councils are tending to reduce middle management.  Could PA be persuaded to try 

riding a bike, to gain understanding of environment and simple limited measures that an 

improve it?  We could write to PA and Adam Jogee welcoming the resent Cycling Scrutiny 

Review. 

 

Sadiq Kan has committed to a Mini Holand in every borough.  

 

Forthcoming visit to Walthamstow “Mini Holland”  SM has arranged a ride to see this 

with Paul Gasson (council liaison officer) Waltham Forest Cyclists, Sat 2nd August 2-

4.30, meeting point TBC (Post Meeting note: assumed this has been deferred). 

 
London Cyclist SC asked for any stories for Haringey insert.  

 

London Freecyle AR is leading and volunteers are needed for marshalling. 

 

Living Wightman Has traffic 120,000 pw been evaporated or displaced?  SB said Westbury 

Road has become gridlocked and extending filtering of Wightman Rd should not be continued 

without considering effect on other areas.  Removing 50% of parking could allow a 2-way 

segregated cyle track on the W side of the rd.  SM said questions such as timing of the 

Turnpike Lane traffic lights should be tackled.  The timing had not been adjusted to allow for 

the current diversions, so that would aggravate congestion.  MP said HCC strongly supports 

Living Wightman’s wish for traffic reduction, which is currently afforded by the filtering for 

the bridge work and it was sensible to extend this until the consultant’s recommendations are 

know.  It would be up to the consultants to propose a permanent scheme that would work, 

taking account of the issues SB mentioned. The interactive consultation website was open. 

 
Cycle safety hotspots Hornsey Lane, Duckett’s Common and Colney Hatch Lane left hook 

risks, Buckingham Rd.  There was not time to discuss all of these, but it was agreed removal 

of the N side cycle lane at Buckingham Rd could be accepted if it allowed a protected lane to 

mitigate the risk from turning buses next to the concrete barrier (near miss recently witnessed). 

 
The LBH Cycling map  We have been asked to comment on the draft.  MP circulated some 

initial comments.  GG said it was not our responsibility to sort out the large number of 

inaccuracies.  He also considered the map was effectively superseded by the wider area TfL 

maps and LBH should consider producing a map with the purpose of stimulating cycling and 
walking trips in the Borough with top destinations highlighted- eg parks, Lea Valley, 

Parkland Walk etc.  It was agreed HCC would suggest the present style of map should not be 

issued in print form, but could be made available online (with corrections) pending 

production of a new type of map. 

 


